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This article summarizes and evaluates different 
aspects of the market orientation research carried out by 

various researches. The relationship between market 

oriented enterprise and the learning organisation is 
investigated. Market orientation is regarded as the 

resource of the organisation facilitating the learning 

process and the development of innovations. The main 
problem of this research is the anticipation of customer 

needs in the constantly changing environment. Market 

orientation theory is used to find a solution to the problem 
and construct a general framework for a better intelligence 

generation, information processing in the company and 

response to this information in order to satisfy the 
identified customer needs in the most effective way. The 

research problem is addressed through the investigation of 

the organizational learning processes and the development 
of innovations. The focus of this research - market 

orientation ensuring the implementation of long-term goals 
of a company and satisfaction of the fast changing 

customer needs. One of the main objectives of the 

theoretical research is the identification of the most 
important aspects of company orientation towards the 

market and the suggestion of the ways to anticipate 

changing customer needs. The empirical research is 
carried out in the sector of mobile telecommunications. In 

Lithuania mobile operators are operating under the 

saturated market conditions. The enhancement of service 
revenues in the mobile telecommunications sector can be 

achieved by developing usage stimulating content 

applications and data services. Data services are rapidly 
developing together with the increased data speed in the 

third generation (3G) mobile networks. The number of 

mobile internet data users is increasing. The operators in 
the market have to use the right momentum to capture this 

developing segment of customers in the mobile 

telecommunications market. The competitive advantage is 
achieved by those operators who are the first in the market 

with new developments. The second major objective of the 
research is to perform an empirical research of mobile 

telecommunication companies and verify the obtained 

theoretical results. This study seeks to define the relations 
between market orientation, innovations and 

organizational learning in the mobile telecommunication 

sector. In order to assess the innovativeness of a company 
the innovation scale was developed based on the 

organization innovativeness criteria introduced by Capon, 

Farley and Hulbert (1988): the first criterion is evaluating 
how often a company is the first-to-market with new 

products and services compared to the competition; the 
second criterion is evaluating the market stage (growth, 

maturity, decline) at the moment of introduction of a new 

product or service; the third criterion evaluates the novelty 
of implemented technologies. The results of the empirical 

research are suggesting that faster implementation of 

innovative solutions in the mobile communications market 
can be achieved through the global partnerships, fostering 

generative learning principles and   encouraging the 

development of innovations.  

Keywords: market orientation, organizational 

learning, innovations, mobile 

telecommunications. 

Topic Relevance and Research Motives  

Changing needs of the maturing market require 

searching for the most effective ways to satisfy the 

demand. To survive under the pressure of increasing 

competition, companies must search for the effective 

business ideas and put them into the daily practice. 

Successful operation of a company is determined by its 

ability to anticipate and satisfy the needs of the customers. 

The effectiveness of the need satisfaction lies in the 

capability of a company to acquire information about those 

needs, to process it and to take the responsive actions.  

The marketing concept regards the customer as a 

source of information and the base for the operation of a 

company. Kotler (1994) states that the essence of the 

marketing concept lies in the identification of the target 

market needs and wants and a more effective way to 

satisfy those needs compared with the competition. 

Deshpande, Webster (1989), Webster (1992), as well as the 

researchers in Lithuania Pranulis, Pajuodis, Urbonavi ius, 

Virvilait  (2000) place the customer into the centre of the 

company thinking.   

The implementation of marketing ideas can be 

reflected only by the business orientation of a whole 

organisation. Market orientation is considered as one of the 

most progressive theories (Houston 1986, Dalgic 1998, 

Webster 1988). Application of this theory can result in a 

better performance of a company (Narver, Slater 1990, 

Ruekert 1992, Jaworski, Kohli 1993, Kohli, Jaworski, 

Kumar 1993, Slater, Narver 1994, Deng, Dart 1994, 

Deshpande, Farley, Webster 1993, Han, Kim, Srivastava 

1998, Slater, Narver 2000). Market orientation research 

has not yet received much attention from the Lithuanian 
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1994). Slater and Narver (1995) have indicated two forms 

of organizational learning: adaptive learning and 

generative learning. Adaptive learning is the simplest form 

of learning, while generative learning requires developing 

a totally new attitude towards the organization and the 

surrounding environment. Generative learning forces to 

review the basic assumptions, reconsider the strategic 

goals and target new customer groups. The implementation 

of market orientation requires stimulating the generative 

learning processes in the organization. In managerial 

practice, very often intelligence is generated based on the 

stereotypic assumptions used in the organization. This 

process resembles the above described notion of adaptive 

learning. To improve the performance results, it is not 

enough to acquire intelligence through the adaptive 

learning process. A company must cross the boundaries of 

adaptive learning and reconsider market opportunities, 

target customer groups, actions of competitors and seek to 

apply non-standard methods. In order to implement market 

orientation and to achieve better performance results, a 

company should develop the generative learning 

principles.  

This study seeks to define the relations between 

market orientation, innovations and organizational learning 

in the mobile telecommunication sector. In order to assess 

the innovativeness of a company the innovation scale was 

developed based on the organization innovativeness 

criteria introduced by Capon, Farley and Hulbert (1988): 1) 

the first criterion is evaluating how often a company is the 

first-to-market with new products and services compared 

to the competition; 2) the second criterion is evaluating the 

market stage (growth, maturity, decline) at the moment of 

introduction of a new product or service; 3) the third 

criterion evaluates the novelty of implemented 

technologies.

Market orientation empirical research results in 

mobile telecommunications sector 

Mobile telecommunication industry is rapidly 

developing. The fastest growth is observed in such Asian 

countries as China and India. In most European countries 

penetration of mobile telecommunication is already close 

to a 100%.  

According to the data presented by Lithuanian 

Communications Regulatory Authority in the 3rd quarter of 

2007 mobile penetration has reached 145% of active 

mobile SIMs (Subscriber Identity Modules). If voice usage 

on Lithuanian mobile networks is still growing, total 

number of SMS (Short Message Service) has reached the 

saturation due to expired free SMS offers (data from CRA 

2007 Q3 Report). Mobile operators can enhance service 

revenues by developing usage stimulating content 

applications and data services. The competitive advantage 

is achieved by those who are the first in the market with 

new developments.  

One of the key elements driving mobile data usage is 

the development of mobile internet. Mobile operators in 

Lithuania are supplying this service for a number of years 

already. However due to the low data speed available on 

the mobile network this service generated comparatively 

low revenue streams. To overcome this limitation mobile 

industry developed new technologies enhancing the speed 

of mobile data. First enhancement of data speed on second 

generation (2G) mobile network was an introduction of 

Enhanced Data GSM Environment (EDGE) technology, 

which became commercially available in 2001. In 

nology enabled to achieve 

three times higher data speed (up to 384 kilobits per 

second) compared to standard available on GSM and 

enabled faster delivery of multimedia applications to 

mobile phones and computers. EDGE was regarded as an 

evolutionary standard on the way to the development of 3G 

(third generation) mobile networks. However the major 

push for the data service was the development of 3G (third 

generation) networks based on UMTS (Universal Mobile 

Telecommunications Service) technology. 3G development 

in Lithuania started in 2005. This technology allows 

transmission of multimedia services up to 2 megabits per 

second. UMTS technology enables the users of mobile 

phones and portable computers to be connected to the 

Internet on the move. Deployment of new mobile 

telephony protocol HSDPA (High-Speed Downlink Packet 

Access) allowed increase of the theoretical data download 

speed up to five times compared to the standard UMTS 

data speed. In practice HSDPA allows to experience up to 

1 megabit per second data download speed. This speed is 

sufficient to deliver access to the Internet for the mobile 

users at a quality level accustomed for the fixed Internet 

connectivity. 3G technology enhanced the numbers of 

mobile Internet users all over the world. In Lithuania 

mobile operators are increasing sales of mobile data cards. 

Mobile data cards currently available on the Lithuanian 

branded USB modem. USB modem together with 

exceptionally fast data transfer up to 7.2 megabits per 

second. It is a real innovation if to evaluate according to 

the criteria presented by Capon, Farley and Hulbert (1988): 

market delivering the highest mobile data seed compared 

to the competition; 2) the market for data is in the growing 

stage at the moment of introduction of a the product; 3) the 

novelty of implemented technologies is delivering the 

maximum speed on 3.5 generation network.  

The analysis was performed trying to identify the 

impediments of this innovation development. Interview 

with the experts working in the field helped to reveal the 

preconditions for such innovative product introduction. 

USB modem allowing to achieve the exceptional data 

speed was introduced as a result of partnership with a 

world's leading mobile telecommunications company. This 

company runs subsidiary undertakings, joint ventures, 

associated undertakings and investments in Europe, the 

Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific and the United States. 

into arrangements with network operators in countries 



where the Group does not hold an equity stake. Under the 

terms of these Partner Network Agreements, the Group and 

its partner networks co-operate in the development and 

marketing of global services under dual brand logos. UAB 

modem as a result of the Partner Network Agreement. 

Partnership with a global player in the mobile 

telecommunications market allows access to the innovative 

Group fosters innovative behaviour on a global scale. In 

registered customers of mobile telecommunications 

companies in which the Group had ownership interests at 

knowledge on a global scale allows to anticipate 

the innovative ideas on products and services on the 

constant intelligence generation about customer needs and 

the actions of competitors. Partner companies like UAB 

development process. Innovative approaches, products and 

to facilitate internal intelligence dissemination and 

application to achieve better performance results. 

research institutes from different parts of the world. 

Innovative ideas are materialized by approaching mobile 

industry vendors, internet companies and media producing 

expertise coupled with the range of talents and knowledge 

within the global mobile is facilitating the generative 

learning process. As a result of the generative learning 

process innovative products and services are developed. 

are shortening time to market for innovative products and 

allows to anticipate the needs of the local mobile market 

thus satisfying the main principles of market orientation in 

the mobile telecommunications industry.  

Conclusions 

Analysis of the theoretical aspects of the market 

orientation and the practical application of the 

suggested principles in the mobile telecommunication 

market formed the basis for drawing the following 

conclusions:  

In the theoretical part, market orientation is studied as 

an organisation-wide process of customer and 

competitor intelligence generation, dissemination and 

coordinated response actions of all organizational units 

towards obtained informatio

been found to be closely related to the organizational 

learning stages.  

principles of intelligence generation, dissemination 

and responsiveness to market intelligence 

supplemented with additional organizational learning 

principles are leading towards innovations.  

ciple suggested in this 

research can be used to ensure achievement of long-

term goals and effective satisfaction of constantly 

changing market needs.  

development of innovative products or services 

satisfying both the needs of the customer and the goals 

of the company. 

Empirical research findings carried in the mobile 

telecommunication industry suggest that under 

saturated market conditions mobile operators can 

enhance service revenues by developing usage 

stimulating content applications and data services.  

prerequisite of mobile data development is the increase 

of the data speed in the mobile networks which is 

achieved by deploying the newest technological 

standards and innovative products enabling enhanced 

data speed delivery to the customers. 

Investigation of the mobile data products offered by 

an market showed that the 

fastest mobile data speed connectivity is delivered by 

Analysis of the preconditions enabling the introduction 

of the innovative mobile data product to the market 

was carried by the means of the in-depth interview 

with the industry experts and demonstrated the 

following results:  

the innovative product was introduced as a result 

global partnership allows mobile operator to 

access to the global knowledge sources facilitating 

generative learning and leading towards the 

way enabling faster intelligence generation and 

dissemination between partner networks all over 

by applying adaptive and generative learning 

operators are able to anticipate customer needs, 

develop responsive actions and shorten the time of 

innovative product and service introduction to the 

market, thus satisfying the main principles of 

market orientation. 
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Jolita Kurtinaitien

Rinkos orientacija mokymasis ir inovacij  diegimas mobili j

telekomunikacij  tre iosios kartos tinkluose 

Santrauka 

Pastaraisiais metais mon s orientacija  rink  yra traktuojama kaip 

 (Houston 1986, Dalgic 1998, Webster 1988), kuria 

vadovaudamosios mon s pasiekia ger  veiklos rezultat  (Narver, Slater 

1990, Ruekert 1992, Jaworski, Kohli 1993, Kohli, Jaworski, Kumar 1993, 

Slater, Narver 1994, Deng, Dart 1994, Deshpande, Farley, Webster 1993, 

Han, Kim, Srivastava 1998, Slater, Narver 2000). Rinkos orientacijos 

ti V. Dik iaus 

(2002) atliktus vadov

J. Kurtinaitien s (2004) atliktus tyrimus mobili j  telekomunikacij

rinkoje. Ta mon s elgsenos 

elementai, s lygoja marketingo orientacijos vystym mon je.

S kming mon s veikl  nulemia geb jimas efektyviai patenkinti 

vartotoj  poreikius. Pagrindin

rinkoje numatyti vartotoj  poreikius, kad reikiamu momentu mon  b t

mon

ilgalaiki  tiksl  realizavim , tenkinant kintamus vartotoj  poreikius.  

mon s orientacijos  rink

aspektus ir pasi lyti vartotoj  poreiki  prognozavimo b dus; atlikti 

mobili j  telekomunikacij moni  empirin  tyrim  bei pagr sti gautus 

teorinius rezultatus.

vair s metodai: 

atliekant teorin  analiz , naudota sistemin  lyginamoji mokslin s

literat ros analiz

teorini  ir empirini  tyrim  rezultatais; empirinio tyrimo duomenys buvo 

 tyrim  pagrind

sudaro pirminiai giluminio interviu metodu surinkti duomenys su 

iai ekspertais.  

e analizuojama tiriant tam tikrus 

organizacijos kult ros bei elgsenos elementus. Jei rinkos orientacija 

sudaro organizacijos kult ros pagrind , ji veikia organizacijos atmint .

Organizacijos atmintyje kaupiama informacija daro tak  vadovavimo 

mechanizmui, kuris koordinuoja tokius organizacijos elgsenos elementus 

kaip informacijos rinkimas, platinimas ir reagavimas  gaut  informacij .

Slater ir Narver (1995) pasteb  tarp besimokan ios

organizacijos ir rinkos orientacijos mon

orientacij  laik  kertiniu organizacij  mokymosi teorijos elementu. 

Rinkos orientacija ir organizacij  mokymasis susij

esmines organizacij  elgsenos pakopas: pastov  informacijos apie 

vartotoj  poreikius bei konkurent  veiksmus rinkim  bei informacijos 

platinim  ir vienod  informacijos interpretavim  siekiant pagerinti mon s

veiklos rezultatus.

iausia vert  vartotojams 

mon s diegiamas naujoves. Tyr jai Han, Kim ir 

Srivastava (1998) savo empiriniais tyrimais patvirtino, kad moni  veiklos 

rezultatai yra susij  su rinkos orientacija ir inovacijomis. Rinkos 

orientacija padeda diegti inovacijas, kurios tampa pagrindiniu veiksniu 

siekiant geresni  veiklos rezultat

vertinti panaudotas Capon, Farley ir Hulbert (1988) 

metodas: vertinama, kada mon  rink  su naujomis paslaugomis, 

lyginant su konkurentais, kokia rinkos vystymosi stadija (augimas, branda 

na tuo metu, kai mon  pristato savo 

paslaugas, vertinama, ar mon  diegia pa ias naujausiais technologijas. 

Inovacijos kuriamos naudojant l rinkos 

orientacijos sampratos analiz  perspektyv .

 mokymosi procese. Organizacij

mokymasis kuria naujas organizacines strukt ras, kurios galina 

efektyviau panaudoti turimus 

remiamasi organizacijos atmintyj

stereotipin mis organizacijoje taikomomis prielaidomis. Toks procesas 

atitinka Narver ir Slater (1995) sukurt  adaptacinio mokymosi 

apib dinim . Norint pasiekti geresni  rezultat , nepakanka adaptacinio 

mokymosi procese gaunam . Turi b

mon s galimyb s rinkoje, 

s vartotoj  grup s bei konkurent  veiksmai. Taigi 

, kuri pad t  gerinti veiklos rezultatus, 

mon je tur t  b ti taikomi generatyvinio mokymosi principai. 

Apibendrinus galima teigti, kad rinkos orientacija atspindi specifinius 

g  suvokti ir patenkinti vartotoj  poreikius. 

,

kad operatoriai veikia prisotintos rinkos s lygomis, tod l pajamas didinti 

galima skatinant esam  vartojim . Mobiliojo 

 paslaug , pasi lydami 

vartojim  skatinan ias aplikacijas bei duomen  perdavimo paslaugas. 

Pasaulin s tendencijos rodo, kad vartojim

duomen  perdavimo spartos did jimas. Tre

technologijos UMTS (angl. Universal Mobile Telecommunications 

Service) vystymasis tapo pagrindiniu post miu, didinan iu mobiliojo 

 perdavimo paslaug  vartojim . Tre iosios kartos 

High-Speed Downlink 

Packet Access) panaudojimas galina pasiekti toki

duomen  perdavimo spart , kuri prilygt

perdavimui. Tre  d ka spar iai
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